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BiN Silverberg

The total budget for athletic salaries has
increased by more than $30,000 over last
year's budget according to figures- released
from the UNM Athletic Department.
This increase is. estimated from a ballpark
figure of $700,000 for last year's salaries
cited by UNM Athletic Director Lavon
McDonald.
The total budget expenditure for athletic
department salaries this year (1977-78) is
.,.$736,55l'as reported in figures released ffom
the .department. McDonald could not quote
an exact figure but said last year's salaries
were in the nieghborhood of $700,000 and
that figure also includes normal salarybenefit contributions from the department.
"About $100,000 of that $700,000 goes for
such t!lings as Social Security and retirement
benefits paid out," McDonald said.
In the current salary figures for this year,
the largest salary increases went to three men
coaching male non-revenue producing sports
teams.
The largest raise went to Men's Track
Coach Bill Silverberg whose 1976-77 sllary of

,....

George Brooks

Wh8t is so unusual about thae two men. Fo' tiHI llnSWIIT . . .
the chlllf on P81Je th1'811.
$9000 was increased to $18,377 for 1977:78,
Ttie two top coaches in men's sports,
The highest paid' coach in Non-Revenue
a raise of$9377.
Football Coach Bill Mondt and Basketball Producing Sports was Men's Gymnastics
The second largest raise was to Men'~ Coach Norm Ellenberger both got raises. Coach Rusty Mitchell who was paid $17,720
Tennis Coach Tim Russell. Russell's salary Mondt went from $29,425 to $31,238 for a last year, and paid $18,784 this year for a·
of $3780 for last year went up to $10,167 this $1813 increase. Ellenberger received a salary $1064 increase.
raise of$1633 going from $29,470 last year to
year, raising his salary by $6387.
$31 , 103 this year.
Under the catagory of administrative staff
Next in tine for liuge raises in salary was
In their respective staffs, the highest salary the biggest salary increase went to Bill Byrne,
Men's Golf Coach Dwaine Knight who had r~se went to Ellenberger's assistant coach
director of the LOBO Boosters, with a raise
.,his 1976-77. salary of $6000 brought up to Pat King. King had his $6000 a year salary of $2250 in salary. Byrne received $22,500
$12,000 for the current year.
raised to $9000.
last year and $24,750 this year. Athletic
On
the
football
staff
Mondt's
offensive
Director Lavon McDonald was raised in
George Brooks, who coaches men's and
and
Freshman
co-ordinator,
Bill
Canty
salary from $28,863 last year t.o $30,800 this
women's skiing went from earning $2883 to
Coach Reese Smith received identical raises year for a $1937 jump.
$8883, bringing his salary up by $6000.
of $2050 increasing their last year's salaries
The major funded salary catagorics tor
In salaries for coaches·· of women's of $21,000 to $23,050 this year. Football
1977-78
were Football Staff Salariesathletics, the two largest increases went to staffer Biii Waters went from $20,480 to
$186,302 (eight salaries), Front Office
$23,050for a $2,670 raise.
men coaching female teams.
·
The two highest paid female coaches were Athletic Staff~ $ll9,966 (ten salaries in·
Women's golf coach Henry Sandles was Women's Basketball Coach 'Kathy Marpe, eluding Sports Information Director, Trainer
salaried last year at $11,637, received a $3369 who got an $885 raise; moving her salary of etc.), Administrative Staff- $1 15,895 (five
raise and is salaried this year at $1.S ,006. $13,000 last year to $13,885 this year and salaries), Non-Revenue Sports- $1 14,377
Larry Lindsay, the women's tennis coach Barbara Butler, who coaches track and (eight salaries), Women's Athletic Coacheswas paid $4000 last year and was brought up volleyball, got a $1000 raise going from $65,391 (eight salaries) and Basketball Staff$12,000to$13,000a year.
to $6000 for the current year.
$61 ,869 (three salaries).

Cost of Education· Soars Again
ByEDLOP~Z

recommend to the legislature a
LOBO Staff Writer
tuition increase of approximately
The cost of a UNM education 14 per cent.
will be higher next academic year as . . Undergraduate state residents
result of a decision by the Board of carrying 12 to 18 credit hours·
Regents Wednesday morning to currently pay $128 in fees and $32
increase student fees by $10. The in tuition for a total of $260. The
decision comes less than two weeks Regents' action plus the expected
before the state Board of tuition hike would raise the cost to
Educational Finance is expected to approximately $288 per semester

beginning next fall.
The regents reluctantly voted for
the fee increase, but indicated that
it was necessary to maintain the
level of services provided by the
University. Regent Calvin Horn
said the state has
$100 million
surplus and that it didn't appear to
be the time to be raising tuition for
the already hard-pressed student.
' .
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He said it would be awkward to ask education now under served. The
the legislature not to raise tuition, resolution states that UNM,
but that the Regents would raise because of its resources, expertise, ·
and experience, is best suited to
fees.
Board member Henry Jaramillo develop a system that best serves
agreed that state money was not the community.
"trickling down where it ought to
Davis said the University does
go," but that he saw no alternative. not want to assume an adversary
UNM President William E. "Bud" role in regards to community
Davis said it was unrealistic to groups favoring an independent
expect money from the · state's community college and the UNM
surplus. "The $100 fee is a modest would continue to cooperate. He
adjustment and comes at the heels added, however, that he favors a
of no increase last year," said UNM branch because it would be
Davis.
more practical, economical and
John Perovich, vice president for offer maximum flexibHity.
Business and Finance, told the
Regents that UNM enrollment has
Under the administration's
stabilized since 1974-75, and that "New College'! proposal, UNM
several activities were no longer would merge w~th the University of
receiving appreciable support from Albuquerque and collaborate with
ASUNM and GSA (Graduate T-VI and Southwestern Indian
Student Association) fees. No Polytechnic Institute (SlPI) to
porgram expansion was planned, he provide developmental, basic,
said, with the exceptio1,1 of Intra- _associate degree, and transition
murals and Recreation.
programs.
Student fees are used to finance
activities such as the band, lntramurals,' Popejoy Hall, Student
Health Center, New Mexico Union,
athletics, ASUNM/GSA, and the
University's debt service oil bonds.
University officials project an 8.5
per cent increase for the total costs
of these . services for 1978-79.
Expenditures for 1976·77 totaled
$4,652,495.
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Bruce Jenne,, winne, of the decsth/on. in the 1916 Olympics is in AlbuqueiTiue filming a. movie
on the Specilll Olympics. He is shown with Mike Roberls, sporlscaster fo, channel 7 news. ...

In· other board action, the
Regents passed a resolution directing Davis to continue to develop
plans for a University division or
branch to meet' the needs in

Some of the features of the "New
College" include open admissions,
counseling for underprepared
students, a multiple-level entry
system for high-school graduates
regardless of level of preparation or
interests, 11nd close contact with
business groups and high-·
technology industries in developing
cirricula and new programs. Close
contact with the labor market
would also be maintained.
Horn expressed concern about
the type of education a community
college under the Chamber of
Cqmmerce plan would provide;

IAthletic Paychecks I

For Future Games

Seat Saving Banned

UNM Athletic Department Salaries

Carter Criticizes
S. African Policy
WASHINGTON President
Carter, in a meeting with the
Congressional Black Caucus, said
Wednesday South Africa will have
to change its racial policies to
maintain friendly ties with its

t-rading partners.
"There will be a growing·
pressure . now on South Africa
because of the concerted stand by
ourselves, the British, french,
Canadians, Germans, Italians and
others who have major economic
investments in South Africa,"
Carter said at thes ·start of a
meeting with caucus members.
The U.N. Security Council
unanimously adopted a resolution
imposing a mandatory arms embargo on South }\frica last week.

What Is ACollege Inn?
A privately owned, off campus
residence facility with:
* excellent food, no limit
* carpeted and air-conditioned rooms

* all with private or semi-private baths
* recreation rooms, study lounges

* weekly maid service in your room
* swimming pool, free parking

* apartment style privacy and rules
* well maintained, prompt service
* recently renovated and refurnished
* good security, social program

Come by and look us over!
Make your spring term
reservations Now

The

College
100

;303 Ash (2 blocks from campus) 243-2881

(where line was drawn, figure was unavailable)

Saudi Arabia: The Key
KUWAIT - Saudi Arabia's oil
minister held secret talks with
Kuwaiti officials Wednesday, a day
after President Carter's energy
message in the United States, in a
push to limit future oil price increases.
Officials said Saudi Arabia,
which wants any fuel price increase
to be moderate, is hoping to avoid a
replay of last year's bitter price war
that divided the Arabs.
But oil industry experts' said
recent money-market nuctuations
that lowered the value of the U.S.
dollar - the international pricing
unit for oil - have made a price
increase inevitable. They predicted
a hike of slightly more than 5 per
cent.
They said there was virtually no
chance next month's conference in
Caracas by the Organization of

Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OPEC) would heed U.S. calls for
an outright price freeze.
Treasury Secretary Michael
Blumenthal toured the Middle East
last month and appealed to Arab
leaders to hold the line on prices.
The Saudi minister, Sheikh
Ahmad Zaki Yam ani, and his
Kuwaiti counterpart -Abdel Rah-

For Legionnaires' Disease

Death
Toll Estimated
.
.

ATLANTA · Legionnaires'
disease may take a toll of 2,000 to
6,000 A'merican lives annually and
the organism that causes it could be
only one of many microbial killers
yet to be unmasked by mecical
science, a 'Senate' health sub-

The Halls of KKK
SAN DIEGO - A year-long
investigation into an inter-racial
attack has exploded the initial
denial by officials that racism in the
U.S. Marine Corps had nurtured a
Ku Klux Klan group at Camp
Pendleton.
•
The fact that KKK members were
active, although few in number, on
the sprawling Southern California
base became increasingly clear as
prosecution proceeded of the 14
attackers- all Black Marines.
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man AI Ateeqi met for "consultations on which way to go with
oil prices," as official spokesman
said.
He would not say whether the
officials agreed on a figure, but
commented: "Obviously Saudi
Arabia, since it is by far OPEC's
largest producer, is the key to any
decision."

Besides prompting investigations
by military authorities, the Nov. 13,
1976 incident spawned inquiries by
legislators, led to punishment of the
attackers and gave the KKK
publicity.
The attack a year ago occurred
on. a Saturday night in a barracKs
room where seven White Marines
were drinking beer. Six were hurt.
Five of them suffered wounds that
included screwdriver punctures.
Consequences included charges,
against 14 Black Marines and
disclosure of the existence of an onbase KKK den of 17 Marines- the
intended victims.
At First, base authorities denied
the KKK's presence, but reporters
learned otherwise. The base
commander, Maj. Gen. Carl
Hoffman, later transferred 12 of
the Marine Klansmen, some of
whom protested at off-base news
conferences.
The Black Marines, dubbed the
Camp Pendleton 14 by supporters
were ordered to face court-martial
on charges that included attempted
murder.
They described the attack as a
"pre-emptive assault" arising from·
open and intimidating racist
conduct on the base that included
the wearing of sheath knives and
the display of KKK posters and
stickers.
One defendant was granted
immunity in return for his
testimony and one was acquitted.
Eleven others were convicted by
trial or as a result of pleas on
charges up to conspiracy and
assault, and proceedings against the
last of the group were still pending
on the anniversary of the attack.

.

committee was told Wednesday.
"Our best guess at this time is
that between one-half percent and
one and one-half percent of the
unexplained pneumonias may be
caused by this organism," said Dr.
William Foege, director of the
National Center for Disease
Control (CDC).
Foege estimated there were three
million cases of pneumonia annually caused by bacterial and viral
infections and the Legionnaires'
disease bacterium may P.e
responsible for 15,000 to 45,000
cases and 2,000 to 6,000 deaths.
Foege stressed, however, the
estimate was based on only two
"small studies" and it was given
with "a great deal of hesitation."
The sub'committee, chaired by
Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass.,
was at the CDC for a hearing on the
health agency's $1.5 million investigation of the Legionnaires'
disease.

Topless
Is· Touchy
Situation
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WASHINGTON Justice
Dept. lawyers admit it would be an
amusing idea, but insist the department is not running a topless go-go
bar in downtown Washington.
And they're getting a little touchy
about news stories that imply it
does- such as the one front-paged
in a Washington newspaper
Wednesday under the jaunty
headline, "G Men and G Strings:
all in a day's work at Justice:"
Asked ab,aut that story, the
Justice Dept. agreed to comment on
'two conditions: no names. and no
quotes.
What the federal government
has, they said, is a financial interest
in the Lone Star Beef House, right
near FBI headquarters, where the
entertainment consists of four topless dancers cavorting on a small
stage.
But the lawyers say the Justice
Dept. doesn't operate the place.

•coaches both men's and women's teams

EngiCJnd Dan &

Jolin ~r~ESCJiey
And Special Guest Star

Mary MacGregor
Also Comedian

Billy Braver
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Thursday Nov. 10/8/pm/Civic Auditorium
Tickets Avail able At:
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:.This Christmas, slip a chain ring on her finger diamonds, rubies, sapphires, or even better, all three!
a. 1 Genuine sapphire in 14 karat gold, $20
b. 1 Genuine tuby in 14 karat gold, $20
c. 1 Diamond in 14 karat gold, $22.50
Elegant gift wrap at no extra charge

Charge it!
Open a Zales account or use one of five national credit plans.

ZALES
The Diamond Store
Illustrations enlarged.
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mecoming game, tlie qu.een
Smger sa1d, At the 110
le who had the nght
and her court were the only peo~l UNM band is the
to rope off a section. Of course, Je
only other group who c~n r~se~~~~~~~t~; he said, "but
"The same occhurs In :~nt to sit down and somewhat do you dow en you
?"
at
thrown
overthc
seat·
1
onc.Jas a c~d "It's \ike going to a movie and trying to
. 1 dy being saved. What
Smger sa1 ,
squeezedinto af~hhatir;~~t ~\~ea;:r~on who saved it or sit
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somewhere else?
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Jlrl ffienzel's

Closely Watched Trains
Spurs will hold a mcctlog tonight a.t 7:30 in llw
upper lounge of Hokona Hall.

Hi~tory

course

dc~criptiom

can be pickc(l up iii the

hi\tory office. 1104 Mc~n Visla.
The New Mexico Rcgi~rty of lnlcrprctcr~ for the

Deaf, Inc. will spomor a .~how by lou Fnnl,
n&~!ionally recognized master of Am~rh:an sign
lnnguagc, Adults $2, children$),

Diggers
7:00 o.nd 9:15
The Union
b TheC\tte

Sat. Nov. 12 is New Mexico

Decriminalization Day
This Saturday you· can do your
part to decriminalize marijuana
in Albuquerque. ·Marijuana
initiative petitions will be
available at both General Steres
locations. Also, 1Oc out of every
dollar spent at the General
Stores this Saturday will be
donated to

GBKBRAL
STDRBS

M

~h
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had roped off a large
game when a UNM fra~en~l;~ non-reserved student
number of bleachers 1n

.,

.~~~~~~.

NOV. 11th. 2-3pm

Alb. Ticket Agency in Corunado Center (883-1080)
General Store Both Locations
LP Goodbuy Both Locations
The Candymen In Santa Fe

·

A Blue Ice Production
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M Resume Writing Seminar

Name
1976-77 1977-78
Lavon McDonald .............. , ........... , , .... , . $28,863 30,800
Bill Byrne, Lobo Boosters ..... , ...........· ...... , _. , 22,500 24,750
Bob DoBell, assoc ath dir ......................... _.. 19,790 20,696
Linda Estes, women's ath dir .......... , .. , .. , ... , , , ... , . - 20,440
Ike Singer, Assoc ath dir,., ........... , ............. 17,680 19,219
Front Office Athletic Staff- $119.966
L.F. Diehm, trainer ....... ,._ ......... , ......... , ... $22,085 23,409
Larry Willock, asst tr ..... , .......................... 14,598 15,000
Barry Svalberg, a sst tr ... , ............ , , . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11,000
Beverly Quinlan, women's tr ....... , ........... , . . . . . 3,000 12,102
John Gonzales, SID., ................ , .. , ..... , .... 13,222 15,413
Susan Craig, women's SID ........................ _. 11,000 12,043
Del Jones, a sst SID . ; ...... , ........ : ................. , 10,109
Pete Martinelli, weight coach ........... _.......... _. 13,560 13,737
Ed Filmer, equip room' .......................... , . . . 8,236 9,464
Rudy Garcia, equip room ..................... _.... __ 7,517 7,800
Football Staff-$186,302
Bill Mandt, head coach ..................... , ...... ,$29,425 31,238
Bill Canty, off coordinator . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21,000 23,050
Gil Bartosh, def coordinator ...... , ........... , . . . . . . . . . . - 24,039
Reese Smith, frosh coach ............. ·.............. 21,000 23.050
Bill Waters, recr'tg-LB coach ........................ 20,480 23,050
Walt Klinker, off line .............................. .' ... .
22,739
Spike Dykes, def line .......... , ... , ...... _............ .
20,213
Robert Ford, receivers . , .................. _...... , ..... , .
18,934
Basketball Staff-$61 ,869
Norm Ellenberger, head coach ...................... _$29,470 31,103
John Whisenant, asst coach .............. _.......... 20,600 21,836
Pat King, asst coach. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,000 9,000
Non-Revenue Sports-$114,377
Rusty Mitchell, gymnastics ................ , ......... $17,720 18,784
Bill Silverberg, track . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9,000 18,377
Ron Jacobsen, wrestling . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. 15,252 16,166
Vince Cappelli, baseball ............ : ...... ,._ ....... 14,148 15,000
15,000
*Sam Jones, swimming ................................ Dwaine Knight, golf . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,000 12,000
Tim Russell, tennis .............. ,.................. 3,780 10,167
*George Brooks, skiing ...... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,883 8,883
Women's Athletic Coaches-$65,391
HenrySandles, golf ......... _.................. , .. _$11,637 15,006
Kathy Marpe, basketball ............................ 13,000 13,885
Barbara Butler, track-voll'ball ........................ 12,000 13,000
Claudia Thomas, gynmastics . _...........•.......... 12,000 12,000
Larry Lindsay, tennis .. _. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,000 6,000
Klaus Weber, asst ski .......................... _....... .
2,000
Tony Sandoval, asst track ........... __ ............. _... .
2,500
Kathy Lees, asst voll'ball ...................... __ ....... .
1,000
Athletic Dept. Sccretaries-~72,751
Mary Barnes, ticket office. _............... _.......... _...... $11,357
Joyce Elliott, Lobo Boosters .......... - .... _.... _. . . .. .. .. .. . 11,000
Barbara Mitchell, bus office ............... __ .......... _.... _ 9,360
Jayne Moore, athl dir secy ................ _.......... _.... _. 8,965
Alice Allison, ticket office ....................... _........... · 8,902
Diana Trujeque, basketball ......... , .... ,,................... 8,528
Dorothy Schemmer, SID secy .......... - ......... _:. . . . . . . . . 7,404
Karen Jillson, football . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7,238

By PETER MADRID
LOBO Sports Wditor
UNM student security guards will not allow
fraternities and other student groups to save large
numbers of seats in the non-reserved student section at
University Stadium at the next home football game,
athletic department officials said Wednesday.
After a meeting Wednesday afternoon, Asst.
Athletic Director Ike Singer, Assoc. Director Bob
Dobell and Athletic Director Lavon McDonald made
the decision.
Singer said Do bell will tell the security guards not to
allow seat-saving if it occurs.
The complaint stemmed from. the homecoming
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HOLLYWOOD (UP I) Susan Ford, daughter of former
President Gerald Ford, will make her television debut in January as a
regular on a daily, hour-long syndicated variety program hosted by
Jim Nabors, it was.announced Wednesday.
Shanan Boyd, a spokeswoman for the program, said the 20-yearold Ford would help conduct celebrity interviews and do occasional
spot features along with working with the audience.
The show will be a combination of variety, interviews and audience
participation Boyd said.

Sex
Survey

It's not often we find a good thing to say about the UNM Athletic

!l: Department, but we must praise the athletic big-wheels for their

Dear Students:
The New Mexico Daily LOBO's
sex survey will continue on campus
today.

z"

handling of the most recent controversy,
.f
Ike Singer, assistant director of athletics, said that seat-saving in the
~ non-reserved student section would not allowed any more at UNM
P: home footballs games in University Stadium.
COMPLAINTS HAD arisen when some campus groups had been
saving a large nllmber of seats at the football 'games. Singer said this is
not allowed (except by the UNM Marching Band) and said he will tell
student security guards, not to permit the seat-saving any longer.
The seats are taken on a first-come, first-served basis and we feel
that saving 50 or 60 seats for late-arriving friends is not fair to other
students who arrive before the straggelers.
WE All PAY the same amount to athletics and if the seats are not
reserved then we all deserve an equal shot at them.
•
Saving seats is unfair to everyone and only serves the selfish interest
of a few. The athletic department made the best decision for all concerned.

This is the last straw. New
Mexico Atty. Gen. Toney Anaya
has really done it now.
All DAY Tuesday while we
tried to contact Mr. Anaya, we kept
rece1vmg excuses from his
secretary that he was "in conference" or "out of the office" or
· "busy at the moment."
Then

we

picked

up

the

Albuquerque Journal Wednesday
and saw a photo taken Tuesday of

If you are contacted for the
survey please answer all questions
as honestly as possible so as not to
slant the survey toward the
ridiculous. Thanks.
The Editor

DOONESBURY
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Letters

Ralph Nader, the U.s. Congress - it seems nobody likes the U.S.
Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC).
The Congress is angry because the 937-member, $39 million
operation has done no better than to issue three safety standards (on
matchbook covers, architectural glazing compounds and swimming
pool slides) since its birth in 1971. The swimming pool slide warnings
said "Watch out for people and objects below" on the top step. This
warning must now be printed on all swimming pool slides.
· AND RALPH NADER, well,.he doesn't like too rnany things. Ralph
got after the CPSC a year ago and is still after it when he finds time
between organizing super fan groups. (See page 10.)
. The CPSC is now working on labels for shopping carts, those fourwheel menaces in supermarkets which the CPSC claims pose a dire
threat to public health.
The CPSC has the dubious, and nearly impossible task, of trying to
protect the public from itself. In addition to getting warnings printed on
dangerous products, the CPSC also has the responsibility for issuing
and enforcing all kinds of standards.
NADER AND CONGRESS are upset because they say the group
doesn't even use its power to issue standards, much less enforce them.
While we agree that with an annual budget of more $39 million, the
CPSC could have done more than issue three safety standards, we can
understand the reason why they have not.
It doesn't matter how many standards the CPSC issues, it simply
does not have the manpower to enforce the.
NORMAN RAY, regional director for the CPSC in Dallas, told us his
office has only five field inspectors for a five-state area. Ray said that
when standards are to be enforced, such as in the recent banning of tris
(2,3-dibrxomoprophyl) from clothing, the CPSC had only one inspector
in the state of New Mexico making sure that the word was out and
ensuring that thris-treated products were taken off the shelves.
To say the least, that task is phenomenal and the CPSC ought to
have more field investigators. However, $39 million in the federal
budget isn't all that much. In fact, the CPSC's $39 million makes it one
of the poorest agencies in the federal government.
WE REALLY THINK the fault lies with a chicken Congress afraid to
help out a regulatory agency during a national mood of anti-regulations.
Sure the CPSC could be more effective. But for that matter, so could
the Congress.

Rosalynn To Meet Libbers
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Chicken Congress

WASHINGTON (UPJ) - Agriculture Secretary Bob Bergland said
Wednesday he was trying to quit coffee drinking because of its effect
on his health.
Bergland made the disclosure Wednesday during lunch with
reporters when his press secretary, Tom Sand, started to bring him a
cup of coffee. Bergland waved him off.
"I'm off coffee ... for my health," Bergland said, adding he had
been a "7, 8, 10 cup a day" coffee drinker.'
·"I woke up tired," Bergland continued, "1 went to a doctor:·•
He said the stimulants in coffee were affecting him adding: "I was
rundown just sitting still."
A glass of milk was substituted by Bergland for his lunch.

In a Nov. 28 story, we will
compare the results of this year's
survey with surveys of 20 and 40
years ago.

Anaya and Gov. Jerry Apodaca
having a snowball fight outside· the
State Capitol building.
WELL WE never!
Is this what we pay the attorney
general for?
.
We strongly urge Mr. Anaya to
stick to his job. We know all work
and no play makes Toney a dull
boy, but this is ludicrous.
::..::::;.:.;:=.;::;.::;..;;;_________________
In the meantime, it's nice to see
Apodaca and Anaya slinging
snowballs instead of mud.

Bergland Off Coffee

Faithful LOBO staffers will be
around campus passing out surveys
on sexual attitudes.

NM Snow Job
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Editor:
It was ironic to read your racist, sexist editorial of Oct. 31 next to the
Glasgow cartoon depicting the ghosts of racism rising from its grave.
The Women's Law Caucus favors and seeks increased enrollment of
women at our law school, and we hope to see more women and
minorities in law, as attorneys, professors, judges.
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The Women's Law Caucus applauds NMPIRG's goal of hiring more
women and minorities on its staff. We think that a goal which roughly
approximates the population distribution in New Mexico is a valid goal.
If that means that White males, who comprise only 20-25 percent of
N.M.'s population, will be represented by only 20-25 percent on PIRG's
staff, then White males may indeed find themselves with less of their
anticipated power.

People-. Women's Health Service
Offers Aid," Information

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Rosalynn Carter will address the International Women's Year meeting in Houston, Saturday, Nov. 19 where
supporters of the equal rights amendment will be out in full force.
The first lady will leave Washington Nov. 18 and fly to Atlanta
where she will attend a fund-raising reception for the Friendship
Force, a Carter pet project which encourages exchange visits between
Americans and foreign citizens.
Mrs. Carter has been actively supporting the ERA and her
daughter-in-law, Judy Carter, Wife of the Carters' son Jack, has been
stumping the country to push for ratification of the amendment.

Powerful Pucker
ADELAIDE, Australia (UPI) - Britain's visiting Prince Charles
arrived in the state capital of South Australia Wednesday and won a
pretty girl's heart with a kiss.
After leaving his aircraft at Adelaide Airport, the prince walked up
to 28-year-old Sylvia Cresnar, who was in a welcoming crowd of
about 500 persons took her hands and kissed her once on the cheek
and once on the lips. . .
"I feel terrific, I'm still excited," Sylvia said later. "I would like to
have invited him home for tea but I didn't get the time."

Shirley To Wed
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Shirley· Jones and Marty Ingels, a
commercial producer, will be married Sunday in a private ceremony,
the couple announced Wednesday.
Shaun Cassidy, son of Jones and the late Jack Cassidy, will give the
bride away. Two other sons, Patrick and Ryan, will attend the
ceremony at the Bel Air Hotel.

Chess Champ Hurt
FRAUNFELD, Switzerland (UPOJ) - Russian chess grandmaster
Victor Korchnoi was injured in an auto accident Tuesday night and
will have to postpone his world championship challenge semi-final
against Boris Spassky, Swiss Chess officials said Wednesday.
Korchnoi, 46, who defected from the Soviet Union last year,
suffered a broken hand and other minor injuries when a taxi in which
he was riding collided with a Swiss army vehicle.

The argument that "less-qualified women or minorities" might be
hired over ''well-qualified, intelligent males" is of course, always advanced. But consider for a moment some of the ingredients of quality:
1) intelligence is a product of education as well heredity, and minorities
have traditionally suffered from inadequate education. 2) prior work.
experience depends on what jobs one has been able to get in the past,
and job discrimination has kept women and minorities out of many
jobs. 3) potential is an important ingredient of quality, and the potential
of women and minorities is starting, at long last, to be tapped. 4)
dedication seems an important ingredient of quality in the PIRG staff,
and dedication is very, perhaps more, likely to be found in women and
minorities.

LOBO Edllorlal Slaff:
Edltor·ln·chlef: Tim Gallagher
Managing Editor. Rebekah Szymanski

News Edit' or: DolOres Wood
Asst. News Editor: D.M. Flynn
Photo Editor: Wendell T. Hunt
Sports Editor: Peter Madrid
Arts Edltor: George Gesner
Copy Editor:: Koren Walqton
Ad Manager: Frank Salazar

EDITORIALS: Unsigned editorials rep•esent a majority opinion of the LOBO editorial
board. All other columns, cartoons, and letters represent the oplnlori of the author and do
not necessarily ref!ect the view of the editorial board.
LETIERS: Letters to the editor must be typed, and signed with the author's name,
signature, address, and telephone number. Letters to the editor should be no longer than
300 words although ·exceptions will be made If the 1oplc warrants so. Only the name of the
author Will be printed and names will not be withheld,
•
OPINIONS: Opinions must by typed and signed With the author's name, signature; ad·
dress and telephone number. Opinions should be no longer thnn 500 words. Only the namfr
of aulhorwlll be printed and names will not be withheld.·
All sUbmissions become the property of the New MeXico Datly LOBO "l.rid will be edilad
only for length or possibly libelous content. If any changes are made, the author will be t'Cn·
tacted to discuss changes,
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By Jo-ANNE FLAGG

LOBO Staff Writer
"UNM has one of the most progressive women's health programs
available at universities," said
Bennette Meyer, R.N., one of three
women health specialists employed
at the Student Health Center.
Health maintenance, cancer
screening, birth control, sexuality
information, body awareness and
"rap sessions" are services offered
by the center to UNM students.
"Women health specialists are
the lias on between the often
distant, complex, sophisticated
world of medicine to the lay person," Meyer said.
Friday
afternoon
"rapsessions," from 2 to 4 at the health
center, serve as a support system
and information exchange for
students. For the woman considering an inter-uterine device as a form
of birth-control, the sessions are
recommended.

Lending
Regulations
Proposed
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
Carter administration proposed
regulations Wednesday to increase
the flow of mortgage money into
older neighborhoods by cracking
down on discriminatory red-lining.
The new regulations, to be
published shortly in· the Federal
Register for public comment, will
prohibit lending discrimination on
grounds of neighborhood, age of
house, and educational level and
the work background of the
borrower.
In the past, a person with a
history of numerous jobs such as
laborers and unskilled workers has
had difficulty obtaining h,ome
loans.
At a White House news conference, Vice President Walter
Mondale called the regulations,
"The strongest action ever taken"
to try to counteract neighborhood
discrimination or red-lining.
"We want the industry to take a
fresh look at urban lending and not
assume that loans shouldn't be
made simply because of the age of a
house or the neighborhood in which
it is located," said Robert
McKinney, chairman of the Federal
Home Loan bank board.

"Education is the key to everything," Meyer said. "Many of our
women are straight out of high
school and don't identify with their
sexuality yet but still must have
answers to questions about birth
control and basic body main·
tenance.
"We are seeing an increase in
women 30 and older who are concerned about alternatives to the

...,~'

"pill," women that are interested in
sterilization, and women under r0
stress because of divorces and home 0cr
pressures."
z
0

Medical services for the UNM
student, carrying 6 or more credit
hours are free. Fees, competitive
with off-campus laboratories, are
charged for any lab work and X·
rays performed.
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Indian JeWelry
OLDTOWN

OVElR~
People. these days do a lot
of running around,
Sometimes for fun.
But most of the time
they're going someplace. Or coming
home from same.
So along
comes
Puch with
a great
idea. A
method of
getting there and back
that beats walking by a country mile because it's a lot more
fun and doesn't cost a whole
lot more.
A Puch has pedals for starting and a peppery little engine
forzippingyouaround
·
without blisters,
· ~~ bunions, or getting
"'-.: out of breath.
_AL~
It travels at
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the rate of up to 150 miles
per gallon. Starts at about
$399. And goes lor a long
time with practically no
maintenance at all.
Do some- ~ ....
thing nice m-li
for your
... ''' ~
feet. Come '. ·. .
in and ride
a Puch
today.
•

PUGH.
THE

MAXIMUM
MOPED

~ PUCHVLJt:;HPUCHPUCJ-tPUCHPUC:~'!PUCt-H-•l tl,.HPUCH

Our showroom has the largest selection
of styles, and a rainbow of Moped colors.
Layaway a moped
for Christmas.
Full factory
trained
service
dept.

We agree that quality is important in the PIRG staff, and are confident that quality need not suffer under PIRG's new goals.
It is a typical reaction, White males, that as soon as your own
position of societal power is threatened, your liberalism and tolerance
disappear. Once tokenism has been achieved for women and
minorities,you would like to stop the reforms and maintain status quo.
Well, we are no longer satisfied with tokenism. We are ready to assume
equality in education, jobs and power.
Lynn Cianci Eby

Treaty Sellout?
LOBO editorial phone 277-5656
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Editor:
re: N.P. Valdes' Canal opinion in the Nov. 7 LOBO; 1 offer my
opinion:
Perhaps the reason why so many Americans are against ratification
of the Panama Canal treaties is because so many Americans have an
aversion to communism. They see the treaty as another sellout to a
Marxist dictator, similar to, but smaller than the sellout of Europe and
China after WW II, and later Vietnam.
Perhaps we are tempered by reality and recognize the threat of
present Communist imperialism to our freedom. The stated Communist
goal of world domination just doesn't sit well with the majority of
Americans Who see through a political and social system that depends
on the existence of slave-labor camps, like those spread over Russia like
gas stations. These camps are for people "lucky(?)" enough to be
spared death. What about the other millions who were simply murdered
(purged) in cold blood? Why should the United States support such
activity by giving the Marxist, Torrijos-Castro-Kremlin triad the canal?
Neal LaFon

by Garry Trudeau
YOVMCAN .•
AlCOHOL.?!

Sweaters, Jeans, T -Shirts-Jackets & Much More.
You Can Buy At Half Price Or Less

Down is nature's lightest insulator.
See our full line of outdoor clothing
at New Mexico's complete backpacking/mountaineering shop.
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$550

$350

$350

2 for'6

2 for'6

Shirts
Fact.
Irreg.

We Will Be Open Sundays, llam to 5am Thru Christmas

Yllld'n':•••

We Offer More For Less

Centre

2421 San Pedro NE

Kennington

Vests

Gal's
Tops

Corduroy

I.

266-8113
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Wage Hike
Given Students
In Work·_Study

had expressed fears that some presently begin at $2.35 an hour
By RACHEL DIXON
work-study students and part time and may increase to $2.65 an hour
LOBO Staff Writer
No layoffs are expected among workers would be laid off in order after one year of employment.
the work-study students despite a to make the wage increase available Group two work-study students
30-cent increase in the minimum to the rest. The ISWU encompasses begin at $2.65 an hour and may
wage which becomes effective in · students who are paid by the work- increase to $2.95 an hour after one
January, said the assistant director study program and workers who year of employment. Group three
are paid by the department they work-study students begin at $3 an
of financial aid.
hour and may increase to $3.55 an
Dorothy Chartier, assistant work for.
hour
after one year of employment,
Part
time
workers,
who
are
paid
director of financial aid, said, "I
Chartier
said.
of
the
budgets
of
the
departout
will recommend to an ad hoc
She said the 1012 students on the
committee studying the wage in- ment they work for, may face more
crease that the current number of difficulty in getting the wage in- work-study program are divided
students be kept on the payroll." crease, Chartier said.
fairly evenly among the three pay
"Most departments I have groups.
Students on the work-study payroll
contacted are operating on
this semester total1012 she said.
Chartier said she would
"The increase in the minimum maximum capacity of their budget. recommend that Group one and
wage is covered in the budget. We As far as I know, the departments two work-study students receive the
anticipated the increase and started receive no supplements to their 30-cent an hour increase.
the 15-hour, work-study limit to budgets to aid the wage increase,"
help the budget," Chartier said.
Chartier said.
"I don't think that the budget
The minimum wage will increase
The minimum wage increase will could handle an across-the-board·
in January from $2.35 an hour to affccl selected groups of students increase for the three groups.
$2.65 an hour.
on work-study, she said. Students Paying the lower two pay groups
Members of the Independent are divided into three pay groups. . won't be such a shock to the
Student Workers Union (ISWU) Grouo one work-study students budget," she said.

Want to see a
ezech bounce?
If you missed Nadia here in '76
don't miss this exciting Gymnastics
competition!! Girls on both teams
are competing for spots on their
country's 1980 Olympic team.
CZECHOSLOVAKIAN CZECHOSLOVAKIAN
JR. WOMEN'S TEAM
NATIONAL TEAM
lis.
vs.
AMERICAN
U.S. NATIONAL
TEAM
JR. WOMEN'S TEAM

SATURDAY
NOVEMBER 12
UNM ARENA
7:30pm

GET YOUR TICKETS NOW AT
Gymnastics Unlimited UNM Sports Ticket Office
Albuquerque Tic~et Agency {Coronado Center)

TICKETS:
RESERVED: $6.00
GEN'L: Adults$4,undcr 12$2,w/UNM 10$2

Sadat is 'Ready'

For Peace Talks·,

CAIRO, Egypt (UP!)
President Anwar Sadat pledged
Wednesday he would attend a new
Geneva Peace Conference despite
the quarrel over Palestinian
representation and said he would go
"even to the Knesset" to talk peace
with Israel ..
Waiving aside the current dispute
on who should represent' the
Palestinians at a reconvened
Geneva conference, Sadat said,
"Procedural questions do not
interest me at all. I am going to
Geneva.
"But once I am there, there is no
power on earth that can stop me
from demanding total Israeli withdrawal from occupied Arab lands
and the recovery of the Palestinians
nu1nrs. inc:ludling their right to set up
state," Sad at

WHEN DO CHEERLEADERS
SAY BUDWEISER®!
1HI5 GUY I'M SfANDIN6 ON
IS W088LING ACAIN.
WHY CAN'T I EYER. GET TilE 1316 GUY
WHEN WEN'AK£7HESE PYAAIVIIC>.S!?
IF I &Jr ANY 1</NOA VOICE Lt:Fr
AFTER THIS G\ME, IM GONNA YELl..
' 1GfMMEA 8 .. .
61MMEA U.. .
61MME A 0 .. .1'1

..
'
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said.
"I am ready to go to the end of
the world, in order to save one
Egyptian soldier or officer from
geing wounded, let alone killed,"
he said.
"I am even ready to go to their
(the Israelis') home, to the Knesset
itself, in order to have talks with
them," Sadat said.
·
In an inaugural .speech to the
Egyptian Parliament which lasted
nearly two and a half hours, Sadat
said Israel was raising procedural
problems to prevent the Geneva
conference from being held.
'"They want us to become nervous
and say 'no' to the confere.nce,"
Sadat said. "But I declare that I
approve any procedural formula.
"We do not care about
procedure. I declare it openly that
we are ready to go to Geneva to
discuss the question of peace,
regardless of all procedural issues,"
Sadat said.
Sadat paid tribute to President
Carter for devoting much of his
efforts to the Middle East problem
and for "his awareness of the cause
of the Palestinian people, despite
Israel's efforts to obliterate it for
the past 25 years."
Carter, he said, grasped the
problem in its political and humane
aspects '-· the creation of a
Palestinian homeland "and lifting
the injustice suffered by more than
a million Palestinians, who were
driven out of their homes."
Egypt had earlier asked
Washington to amend an
American-Israeli working paper on
conference procedure, because it
did not list the PLO by name as a
participant in Geneva.
Sadat' s declaration meant in
effect that Egypt was ready to take
part in Arab-Israeli peace talks, in
the absence of the PLO, although
this would not prevent it from
championing the PLO's cause at
the conference .
Sadat referred in the speech
repeatedly to the PLO as the "sole .
and legitimate" r'epresentative of
the Palestinians.
The Israeli viewpoint is the
Palestinians can be represented,
within a unified Arab delegation,
by the mayors of cities on the
occupied Jordan West Bank.
Sadat said the "road to Geneva is
open now," but attached two
conditions:
- The Palestinian people should
be "freely and properly"
represented, without Israeli interference in this.
'
- The Palestinian problem
should be dealt with at the conference "in its political and humane
aspects."
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Aragon Attributes I
Win to Students I
ByPAULSCHERR

A~~~~ ~~~~a~~~~epublican

§

i

Democrat Mel C.
Dr. Solomon
§ Brown, 1,497 votes to 983, in Tuesday's District 3 City Council runoff 5!
!!! election.
!!!
~
In the October general election, Aragon netted 1,323 votes to ~
!!! Brown's1,184.votes.
§
§
Only 16.7 per cent of the registered voters in the district turned out!!!
~ for the election, which was marked by a dispute between businesses ~
!!! with liquor licenses in the district and Attny. Gen. Toney Anaya.
!!!
~
Aragon, A Dept. of Corrections employee at Los Lunai and long ~
5 time party activist, carried seven of the twelve precincts.
§
~
As expected, he drew strong support from the predominatly ~
§ Spanish western precinct~, but in an upset he carried two of the!!!
~ precincts in the UNM area which voted for Brown in the October~
!!! election.
§
~
"I attribute my success up there to the students who were knocking~
5! on doors for me," Aragon said. "We worked harder this election." a
!!!
Brown, appointed in August bY. Mayor Harry Kinney to fill the seat 5
~ vacated by former councillor Jack Kolbert, said that even though his ~
5 organization was better prepared for this election, "we obviously!!!
~ didn't get our message out to the people to vote."
.
~
~
"One reason he took the eastern precincts," Brown said, "was that§
he was endorsed by Mayor-elect David Rusk, and Rusk is popular in§
5! the University area. I am surprised, considering his past history, that!!!
!!! the voters didn't really examine him as I thought they would."
~ . Brown said he would continue to serve as the chairman of the~
Planning Commission of the Economic Opportunity Board.
~
After the election, Aragon said he intended to somehow improve ~
5! the transit system to alleviate parking problems at UNM. He said he~
!!! will ask each representative of the neighborhood boards in his district §
!!! to be on his advisory committee.
§
~ Aragon will assume his post on Dec. 1, along with Rusk and Jo ~
§ MacAleese, councillor-elect for District 7.
§

a

a
a
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'Mini-Planet' Discov~ry
Puzzles Astronomy Prof
PASADENA, Calif.(UPI) Charles Kowal was excited and
puzzled by his discovery of 'a
strange object 2 billion miles out in
space and other astronomers are
reacting the same way.
Kowal, who is making a
systematic survey of the solar
system, first noticed the object·
orbiting the sun between Saturn
and Uranus last week while
checking photographs he had taken
through the 48-inch telescope at
Mount Palomar two weeks earlier.
"I was very excited," he said,
"but at the same time very puzzled."
The Cal Tech astronomer said
the object was too small- only 100
to 400 miles in diru:neter, about one
tenth the size of the moon - to be a
planet. He said it might be an
asteroid, except all the known
asteroids are found between Mars
and Jupiter.
So he decided to call it a "miniplanet" while he and other
scientists worked to figure out
where the object came from, what it
is made of and whether tl),ere' s
anything else out there like it.

. "My first reaction is that I wish I
knew what it was," Hyron Spinrad,
.an astronomy professor at Stanford
said Wednesday.
"It could be a mini-planet, or it
could be an asteroid that is much
farther from the sun that the
normal asteroid belt. ·
"It is also conceivable it could be
an escaped satellite, or you could
imagine cases where it might be
telling us there's another debrisladen zone in the outer solar system
like the asteroid belt."
Dr Richard Reis, director of the
Astronomical Society of the
Pacific, said it might take years to
determine what the object is.
At first glance, he added, it
appears to be "an asteroid-type
object, a chunk of rock, debris left
over from the origin of the universe
or a moon that escaped from one of
the planets." ·
Arthur Walker, chairman of the
Astronomy Dept. at University of
California, said the discovery was
"exciting and fascinating" and
suggested the object might be an
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Deaths Linked to Diet'
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Warning: Liquid Protein
WASHINGTON (UP) -There
is strong evidence that liquid
protein has caused or was "at least
a contributing factor" in the deaths
of 10 obese women using it to lose
weight, the Food and Drug
Administration reported Wednesday.
Six others deaths have also
occurred among persons on the
diet, but doctors are more skeptical
about the cause there because the
patients had other. medical
problems which may have been a
factor.
·
FDA Commissioner Donald
Kennedy said at a news conference
his agency will now require a
warning label on predigested liquid
protein and "We will use every
regulatory tool at our disposal to
get if off the market" if problems
prove even more widespread.
"We have what we are afraid
may be only the tip of the iceberg,"
Kennedy said.
The FDA said the 10 deaths in
question all were due to irregular

under medical superviSIOn when
they died - eight of them in
hospitals.
Kennedy said FDA also has
reports of "a number of severe
illnesses" and that both the deaths
and illnesses "involve people who
subsisted on this kind of diet
without other nourishment for
weeks or months."
All the deaths under investigation
occurred since July I.
.or those fatalities, Kennedy said,
the Center for Disease Control in
Atlanta found that 10 "were obese
women between the ages 25 and 44
who lost an average of 90 pounds of
weight after being on the liquid
predigested protein diets for extended periods."
"None had a history of heart
disease," he said "All died suddenly, without previous symptoms,
of heart irregularities - either
while on the diet or shortly after
going off it."
Complete autopsies on eight of
the 10 showed no sign of heart
h::e=:a!!:rt~b~e~a"'-t.!a~n~d'-a~l~l.!t!!he!:...!w~o"-'m=en~w,_,e~re,_.::d:::isc::ea:::s:.:e:..•K=en:,::n::.:e:::d:.i.y~s::::.ai:::d:.:..- - - - - - -
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"On the basis of the information
we have to date,' said Kennedy,
"We have every reason to believe
that the liquid protein diet was at
least a contributing factor or a
cause of the deaths, though further
study will be needed to establish a
firm cause anq effect relationship.
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. "It is clear that the low-caloric ~
protein diets, espeCially the liquid
_o
protein diets, have great potential >-'
10
for damage."
....

~
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Kennedy said the warning label
will read: "Do not use for weight
reduction or maintenance without
medical supervision. Do not usc
without medical a.dvicc if you arc
taking prescription medications.
Not for use by infants, children, or
pregnant or nursinl! women."
He said the prime message the
agency is trying to get across is that
people now on the diet without a
doctor's supervision should seek
one out to check for heart
irregularities, including use of an
electrocardiogram.
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A STOREWIDE SALE
WHA,.EYER YOUR I YPE •••
WE'VE GO,. 1,. ALL
BILLY COBHAM
MAGIC

L.P!s
6.98 LIST
(Mfrs. Sugg. List)

40.~>t4 & ~ta

'?Ueate
including:

Changes/Vou Need A Man
Medley: Danny's Song/A Love Song
House At Pooh Corner
Thinking Or You

sugg. lfst price

escaped moon from S_aturn.

ALL HIGHER LIST PRICES ON SAlE TOO!

_,._-tapes,---...

••
OFF LIST

TYPING SERVICE
• Professional
• Reasonable
• IBM Seleotrics
268 _8515
Kinko's
2312 central

BEHIND all great BARS
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A Setting of ·Voices _,tl i:+1 ,~'tf~g,.1is~~~~ ,..~...d~•mp~g~ Part Time Band
l•.·:·.:,·.·
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The 'Theater Arts Sophomore
Class pmduction, City of Voices,
will be premiered on Friday, Nov.
II, at 8 p.m. in Rodey Theater.
This original adventure fantasy
for children and adults was written
and directed by professor Jim
Linnell of the UNM Theater Arts
Dept.
Linnell's production tells the
story of a city of clowns, captured
by a mysterious creature called ·
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By ROUEHT SPIEGEl,
~
All of the members of this jazz-based rock group are excellent
~ musicians. This is not surprising; they've worked for years as studio sideZ men, Even so, as proficient as their muisic is, they have no definitive style.
ooOJ Russ Kunkel's drumming is both interesting and adaptable. Danny
~ Korchmar is a ·good back-up guitarist, but his lead work is somewhat
P.. limited, Leland Sklar is superb on bass, and Craig Doerge's keyboard work
is solid though in a lead situation he runs into trouble.
Together the band plays very easily and naturally. However, there is no
definitive element on this album of originals. The music has no strong
focus. Consequently, there is very little to separate the songs stylistically.
They tend to run together. Though the record contains clean, nice music,
there is no tension or driving force,
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Do.ve Ain't Here (But they reo.lly o.re.)

Dave Ain't Hete.AII.Thete
By Robert Spiegel
Unlve~tlty

Store

fortUne 011 tapes and records , Uptown Store

2222 Centro.l S.E. andrmnotgolngtotakelt
255-2225
anymore!
mon.-Tbur~. 10-10
Fri. So.t. 10-12
"Gettln Better •

Sun.12-6

~517 Centto.l H.E;

266-9887
ffion.-So.t, 10-8
Sun. 12-6

All The Time"

~~~~FREE 1
Monday· Friday

5:00. 9:00 .

Though it has been playing at the
Golden Inn in Golden and in other
cities around New Mexico for the
last few months, the progressive
country group, Dave Ain't Here
will play its first Albuquerque gig at
the Headquarters Dec. 7 through

10.
In the two years it has been
evolving as a band (It started as a
duo), Dave Ain't Here has added
new members (They are now at
seven) and have developed music
which is taken from the more
progressive elements in contemporary country music such as
The Amazing Rhythm Aces, Willie
Nelson and Linda Ronstadt.
All the members of Dave Ain't
Here derive their major income
from outside work, so the band
exists parttime for the love of
music. As bass p)ayer Charlie

Danials said, "It's a good other
reality from selling carpets,
hammering nails or whatever.''
The members include Deborah
Jean Parker on vocals and tambourine. Parker, an excellent and
absloutely natural country singer,
joined the band just a few months
ago. "Deborah was actually
working in her daddy's feed and
grain store in Moriarty when we
started playing together," said
Charlie Danials. Though she has
not sung for a band before, Parker
said' she has been singing all her life
"while washing the dishes."
Playing rhythm guitar and also
singing is Lanny Ross Gerald,
originally from Austin, TX. When
not on stage "barking," Gerald is a
territorial sales manager for
Burlington Mills.
On bass is Charlie Danials,
originally from Little Rock. Ark.

Boogie To:

H. Hopper
UNCLE NASTY'S
Lunches Monday Thru Saturday
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I'm sick il1d tired of spending a

''Boneman~'

Yet another Commander Cody
and His Lost Planet Airmen
spinoff, The Moonlighters, will
bring their San Francisco western
swing music to the Golden Inn in
Golden this Friday and Saturday
nights.
The group consists of former
Cody members Bill Kirchen (lead
guitar) and Rick Higginbottom
(rhythm guitar), former Asleep at
the Wheel member Richard

Casanova on fiddle, Tony Johnson,
once member of Jr. Walker and the
All Stars, on drums, Don Kennedy
on bass, Steve Mackay on
saxophone and Stephen Fishell on
steel guitar. They call their music
"rhythm and western."
Showtime is at 8 p.m. and th,
tickets are $1.50 in advance
(available at all Ticketmaster
locations), or $2.50 at the door.
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In his spare time, Danials practices
law in Albuquerque. Also, he was,
until recently, the New Mexico
director of NORML. He still does
legal work for the organization.
Playing the electric mandolin is
Jim Wiseman. Though he was born
outside the state, Wiseman
maintains that he was COI\ceived in
Jemez Springs where he now lives.
He is a retired lawyer who now
dabbles in the construction
business.
From San Francisco, architect
Les Bigbie holds the group down
with his drumming. On lead guitar,
from Wahoo, Neb. is John Paul
Davis who teache~ guitaqvhen, not
cranking out those country leads. .,
Newest member of the group is
steel guitar player Leroy Brannon
from Little 'Rock, Ark. Though he
is now pulling in his basic income as
a cabinet maker, Leroy made his
living with his pedal steel for many
years, backing such greats as Elvis
Presley and Jim Reeves.
Dave wasn't there that night, so I
wasn't able to get any information
on him.
The first inevitable question
concerning Dave Ain't Here is,
where did the name come from? It
started two years ago when
Wiseman and Gerald were working
as a duo. Wiseman tells the story:
"There was one drunk that used to
like us better than anybody else. He
sat in front of us and would always
say 'Hey, Dave, Play this or that
tune.' There was no Dave, but he'd
call both of us Dave; it didn't
matter to him. We'd say, 'Man,
Dave ain't here."'
"It was also a take off on that
Cheech and Chong thing," said .
to11tlnuecf on po.gto
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The ASUNM-GSA Poetry Series
will present a reading by Theodore
Enslin Friday, Nov. 11 in the
Humanities Building Theater at
3:30 p.m. The admission is free to
all.
Enslin is the author of numerous
books of poetry including The
Median Flow, poems 1943-1973,
The Swamp Fox and others.
Theodore Enslin was born near
Philadelphia, and grew up there.
He studied musical composition
with Nadia Boulanger in Cambridge during the war years and
moved to ·Cape Cod in 1946. He
wrote and raised cranberries there
until going to Maine in 1960, where
he now lives and owrks with his
wife and his son Jacob.

:

comes the city and gains power over k
the queen of the city by controlling I
the clowns' voices. The resulting '
conflict is between the technology 1 ·
of "Boneman" and the magical
powers of the queen's mother,
"Trickster.''
Special effects ra.nge from the use
of film, and pre-recor(led tapes to
laserbeams.
David Bergman as "Boneman,"
Sharon Taylor as !J;Je queen, and
Alix Pitcher as "Trickster" are
among the principals in the cast.
Performances will continue
through Thanksgiving.

UNm Choir

Band

Compiled by ROBERT SPIEGEL
Last Mile ramblers: Back at the H. Hopper: Dim lights, big fish and
Headquarters on Central, The
loud, energetic music at Alfalfa's
Ramblers, one of the tightest
on Lomas between San Mateo
western swing bands in New
and San Pedro through Saturday.
Made in the Shade: Catch this
Mexico, will keep 'em swinging
through Saturday.
amazing group at the AlbuquerWatermelon Mountain Jug Band:
que Inn through Saturday. Make
The band will be giving away
a request for "Steam Heat."
kazoos on family night this Sneak Preview: Funk, rhythm, and
Sunday at the Headquarters.
blues, soul and latin rock at the
Wickham Brothers: Hank and
Latin Quarter on west Central
Louie with their new dance band
through Saturday.
will play at the Friars East (just Jann Harrison: She's easy listening,
north of the freeway on
disco and country and western
Wyoming) through Saturday.
for the steak eaters at the Big
Stone Brothers: This Friday and
Valley Ranch Company through
Saturday nights the Stone
Saturday.
Brothers will play their rock, Ozone Express: Back again from
country and funk at Okie's on
Santa Fe, the Ozone Express will
Central.
keep'em swinging to that western
music this Friday and Saturday at
Moonlighters: This San Francisco
swing band featuring former
the Apollo on San Mateo.
members of Commander Cody Bingo Band: This Austin, Tex.
group will play progressive
and His Lost Planet Airmen and
Asleep at the Wheel will perform
country and nostalgia music at
Friday and Saturday nights at the
the Chelsea Street Pub through
Golden Inn in Golden. Tickets
Saturday.
are $1.50 in advance at all Sky Blue: Country and western,
Ticketmaster locations, or $2.50
and rock and roll at the Hog's
at the door. Showtime is 8 p.m.
Breath Saloon on north San
Planets: The Planets land at home
Mateo through Saturday.
base through Saturday at Ned's White Line Fever: Rosa's Cantina
on Central.
will come alive to this country
Wilder: This rock and bluegrass
and western group on north 85 in
Algodones Friday and Saturday.
band will play through Saturday
at Uncle Nasty's on Central at Amistad: Latin rock and soul music
is the fare at the Bird of Paradise
Washington.
on Gibson near San Mateo
As Is: This country, jazz and rock
through Saturday.
group will cater to the steak Rod Hart and the Hustlers:
eaters at the Establishment at
Traditional country and western
Montgomary Plaza on north San
at the Caravan East on Central
Mateo
L•st this side of
ing

.FREE 500-MILE·
TURNTABLE CHECKUP

STYLUS _ CARTRIDGE ARM AND TURNTABLE
MICRO-ACOUSTICS TECHNICIANS

6825 Coma,.,- NE
266-6605
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Okies

~~
daily 11-3

('l'hc MICRO-ACOUSTICS JB-2 Cartridge Analyzer)

Presents
Foot Long
Hot Dogs

.35c

FRI. NOV. 11th - Ham to 8pm
BRING IN YOUR TDRNTABL,E!
Snvo waiting lJmQ•-cnll for an appo.intment
FilE!' 'fi;&T IIECOIID TO FlllST u APPOINTMEN.l'S
WITH QIJALIFJEJ) TIIRN PAliLES
(Sorry low cost and nan-mognct record

players cnn't be tested as they clam!l.E!:C

eft

dclicalt\ lcsl reCords.)
SEE ·roM.OtmowS PAPER FOH FULL DETAII.S

g

a 3011 Monte
Vista NE Near UNM
Financing available
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Gerald. "P. Ius, Dave At'IJ't Here
was a comic strip in the fifties."
"I think it's appropriate that an
anonymous drunk bestowed that
name on us," said Danials.
The second inevitable q uestior. is,
why doesn't a band this good give it
a try as a full time band? "You
can't make any money doing this,
l f you kick ass vou can break even

Marvin qaye will be making a
rare concert appearance on
Monday, Nov. 14 at the CiVic
Auditorium.
It. will be. a show that features
Gaye with no opening groups.
Being the outstanding performer
that he is, the concert should be· a
memorable one.
Gaye has been doing quite well
for himself lately. His last album,
Marvin Gaye Live at the London
Palladium went above the platinum
mark, selling more than a million
copies. The album boasted the
number one single "Got to Give It
Up."
Gaye has always been a hard
working performer and takes
nothing for granted. He creates his
own breaks - except for one. His
. first big break came in Detroit while
performing at a local night club.
Berry Gordy, Motown's chairman
of-the-board, happened to be there
and liked his performance so much
that he offered him a recording
contract on the spot.
Since that night Marvin Gaye has
been doing remarkable things.
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"We're not looking for more
than that," added Danials. "We
don't want to get to the point where
it'sjust work and not pleasure."

"1:1.
8

So, on the Dec. 7, Dave Ain't
Here will make its AlbuquerOlle
debut at the Headquarters.
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by and large. But !'or us it's a good
frustration outlet," said Wiseman.
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Live at Civic

The UNM Concert Choir, under
tl:Je direction of John Clark, will
present a varied program at the
First United Methodist Church,
Nov, 13 at 7:30p.m.
Traditional selections will include
"Thou Art the King of Glory" by
Handel and Schubert's Mass in Bflat.
The most unusual piece of the
evening, however, will be Lalo
Schifrin's "Madrigals for the Space
Age," with a text by Ray Bradbury,
This is a 20th century atonal piece
for piano, narrator, chorus and
tenor duet and should not be
missed.
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Indonesian
Food

Indonesian
Dinner Special
Loem2ia

T elur Berlada
Bami or Nasi Goreng
Beverage

2.10

serving all day

Serving lunch and
dinner

Telephone 765-5671
1600 Central SE
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A1aother Hot Weeli:end In The

IY 11111811

In The Student Unio11 Building Basement

Friday, November 11
PSSST: The Word's Out About One Of
The Hottest Bands Around

IBII

and

Saturday, November 1..2
Cosmie Interplanetary Funk With

IPICIIDIIJCI
IHII I f i l l ! 1:31 P.D.
Adndssio11 Priees
Students $1.00 eaeh
(With J.D., Plus One Guest)
I•nbJie 1}2.0,0 eaeb

OVER 26 VEAR$255-1694·
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Fans Lose Even If Teams Wi'n
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By PETEU MADRID
Rising athletes' salaries have
LOBO Sports Editor
caused ticket prices to go up. Also,
Consumer advocate Raplh the expense involved in maintaining
z"' Nader's endless quest to rid unfair stadiums has affected the price of
0 treatment of the American con- food sold at the games.
on sumer by big business has now
the realm of the sport's
Willie Sanchez, general manager
p..
"' reached
world.
of the Albuquerque Dukes, New
Mexcio's only professional sports
Nader is trying to unite fans who team, said, ''In some cases ticket
attend professional sporting events prices are high and food quality
to ask for reasonable ticket prices isn't that good. On the other hand,
and better quality of concessions some places have reasonable ticket
prices and food."
sold at ball-parks across the U.S.
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"This problem not only exists at
big ball-parks, but can also take
place almost an:ywhere," he said.

concessions sold are the cheapest in
cost.

Sanchez said the Dukes' baseball
games are about the least expensive
form
of entertainment in
Albuquerque. He also said the

"I'm sure what Nader says is
right," Sanchez said, "but there is
also the contrary side to it.
Probably for every bad ball-park he
finds, there are two good ones he

hasn't checked into."

Sanchez said he has not yet
received complaints that ticket
prices were too high or food quality
was bad at Duke games.
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• Precision haircuts
• Superb styling
• Men, women, children
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the ASUNM Speakers Committee presents
autho,£ t educator~ £Oet, essayist

Dr.

1"1.

Scott Momaday

Winner of the Pulitzer Prize in Fiction for House Made Of Dawn
Voted Indian of the Year in 1969
Author of The Journey Of Tai-Me and The Way To Rainy Mountain

Topic: "Tribalism and Modem Society"
Tuesday Nov. 15, 8:00pm *Woodward Hall
Tickets: In advance 43.00 & 41.50 at all
Tickehnastcr locations
Or: At the door 43.50 gen. public & 41.75 students
------'"'"""---·
-----·

Turk~y

Trot Set

The first annual Intramural Turkey Trot will be run Saturday, Nov, 19
at the North Golf Course. The race is 3 miles in length and is open to all
UNM students, faculty and staff except collegiate lettermen in crosscountry and track, or present track team members.
Budweiser is co-sponsoring the 'Turkey Trot and is donating all the
awards and prizes. There will be five place awards in each age group for
both men and women.
.
First prize in each age group is a 'turkey with second prize being a
Budweiser swinger cooler. Fifth prize is a budman license plate. The age
categories are as follows: 17-20, 21-26, 27-37, 38-48, 29 and over.
Entries are due Friday, Nov. 18 in room 230 in Johnson Gym·or before
the meet is scheduled to start at II a.m. with everyone requested to arrive
by 10:30 at the North Golf Course clubhouse.
Come and win a turkey for Thanksgiving or just come out and run for
the health of it. If there are any questions please call 277-5151 and ask for
the Intra murals program.

...

Local Rink Seeks
Ski lied Skaters
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••e•a••o•••••••••o••••

Spaghetti Dinner
Italian Meat Sauce,
Warm Dinner Toast, Salad
Present this coupon at any of the
participating Big Boys in your area.
Offer good thru Nov. 30, 1977. One
coupon per customer per visit.

.............................................................................
#2 Breakfast
2 Eggs, French Toast,
Hash Browns
Presenl this coupon at any of the
participaling Big Boys in your area.
Offer good thru Nov. 30, 1977. One
coupon per customer per visit.

'"

KIDS

2 for

$149

Female UNM students who have
had experience in figure skating are
wanted by Dave Foster, director at
the Coliseum Ice Arena, in hopes of
forming a precision skating group
that will tour various ice arenas in
New Mexico and Colorado.
Foster is looking for girls,
perhaps from the East, who have
had ice competition and have taken
lessons in ice skating.
Foster said, ''This is the first time
at this age level in Albuquerque
we've tried it."
At p'rcsent ; there are two age
groups of young precision figure

skaters. Foster said the older group
is an off-shoot of this, and he
would like girls good enough to
tnur ice rinks.
Foster's group performs when
the Holiday on Ice show comes to.
Albuquerque. Foster said he would
like to gel UNM girls to perform
when Holiday on Ice comes in
January.
Any female interested in forming
this precision figure skating group
may contact Foster at 266-1541 or
255-2715, or coach Peggy Wilson, a
former Holiday on Ice skater at
299-4675.
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·Lobo Special
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12 and under, enter BIG BOYS coloring contest.
Details at participating BIG BOYS.

................• ........... .

Men & women wool blend Pullover's

Now $9.00 reg. $20.00
Men & women wool blend
Cardigan's.& Pullovers

Now $16.00 reg. $29.00
white, red green carmel navy

only· 21 remain First come first buy

®
'

5115 Central NE
552 Coronado NE
1528 Eubank NE
2100 Menaul NE
6613 4th ST. NW

Friday & Saturday Only

@1977 Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

The Garret
10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
many other items come by before you buy
·~.-,~
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ing, Marron Hull, Rrn. I05 or cull 277-5656. IM·
PORTANT Information awaits you, flli1abeth
(Judd, Kevin Dolan, Alan l)umas, Terry McCabe,
Christopher Miller, Joel Olson, David Shaw, Steve
Smith.
II I II
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contracertion, sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose, 2940171.
1213
It's the Planets for your !lancing pleasure nt
Ned's. , •'tll2 a.m. this week.
II /10
CONTACTS'/? Polishing & solutions. Casey Optical
Company, 255-B736,
lfn
SillER IAN HUSKY NEEDS good IQving home with
lots of rooin. Call nflcr 6 a.m. 268-1082,
II Ill
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, J.D. photos. Lowest
prices in town, l"nst, pleasing. Call 265-2444 or
come lo 1717 Girard NE.
11/18
GAY LIBERATION CLUD starting Thurs. 7-12
[J.nt.; Sun, 2-10 p.m. Gays only. 255-4409,
11122
NESSUNO I'A l,E PIZZE COMB NUNZIO - No
one makes pizza like Nunzlo's. 107 Cornell SE.
II/I~

J:!LVIS WADJ:! re-lives Elvis Presley in concert: Friday, December 2, 1977, 7:30 p,m,; Albuquerque
Civic Auditorium. Tickets available at all Ticket.
master outlets.
11/15
GII\LSI Interested in having a nice night out? Call
Km, 266·8179.
IIIII
111\PPY BIRTHDAY RODOJ:!R; since you are now
26, we will initiate you into. the world of e~perlence,
Love_, from thcAdvertisin~Starf.
11/10

2.

LOST AND FOUND

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps, Ortega 233,
277·5907.
rs
LOST; reversible jacket beige canvas, brown-beige
wool plnld. Elasticized waist bell. $20,00 reward,
266·9415. Just want the jacket,
11/11
FOUND: ncar bookstore, man's jacket. Claim Rm.
lOS, Marron Hall.
IIIII
LO~T; thin gold chain, vicinity Johnson Gym.
Reward. 268-7264.
11/14
LOST; 12·wcek orange striped male cat, On
Columbia SE. Call. 255·8872; owner suffering
severe depression,
11/14
FOUND: keys In ash tray in Mitchell Hall, 1117.
Clnirn Marron Hall, Rm. lOS.
11/16
LOST: notebook in phone booth, Yale & Central
817/77. Please cnll294-8l86 or 345,7828.
11/1~

3.

SERVICES

QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholastic. Charts& tables. 34S·212S,
12/2
LSAT·MCAT REVJE.W COURSES. Prepare now.
Call PENM 842·5200.
tfn
TYPING; MA, English, on-campus, 296-8564.
fs
SERVE in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233. 217·5907, fs
EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE on dissertation~.
reports, proposals, scripts. Frauenglnss Associates,
344-8344.
11/18
EXPERT TYPING, 266·4567.
11/16
CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS, Segovia method,
Beginners welcome. 266-9291.
11/10
AIKIDO LESSONS. Martial Art - Meditation.
Sandia Judo Clubs. 255-4629.
11/11
TYPIST EXPERIENCED. Medical, legal, appraisals, manuscripts, general. 266-4770.
11/14
JEWELRY- precious stones complimented w/silver
or gold, custom made, Call 277·4891. Ideal for
Christmas gifts.
J 1/IS
TYPING, 1st quality. 883-1787.
tfn
THE TY?E SHOP. 102 Richmond SE. 266-5035.
Expert iyping. Notary.
11/11
DOES YOUR MOBILE HOME need repair? Call
Taylor Mobile Home Repair at 268-8702.
11/10
THE TAILOR SHOP. 102 Richmond SE. 266-5035.
Expert alterations, men's and ladies.
11/1 I

4.

PIAI.·O·MATIC zlg-z11g sewing machine, makes
bultonholcs, sews on btlllons, monograms. without
atlachmcnts. $27.00 and lake machine. 268-4;393,
II/IS
SONY C-60 cassellc tapes, Unheard of value, 12 for
$12.00, HI-FI House, 255·1694, 3011 Monte Vista
Nil.
11/11
NEW SONY TRINATRON. Unclaimed lay·a·way.
Color TV, brand new, guarantee, no down pay·
rnent. $7.75 per month Iill balance Is paid off, 2665871.
11/IS
DUE TO DIVORCE, Will sacrifice equity. Red
Classic Ill and attachments. Assume payments of
$7.00 momh, new guarantee. 266·5872.
II/IS
PIONEER REPOSSESSED STGREO•. Complete
stereo system, full sized turntable, big speakers, big
AM/FM stereo, tape player. Assume payments,
$7.82 per month, 268-4394.
II/IS
BEST FOR LOWEST. Hitachi D-220 cassette deck
w/Dolby, Superior specs. $159.99. Hi·Fi !'louse,
255·1694, 3011 Monte Vista NE.
11/11
CASH PAID for baseball cards. Richard, 299-4687. ·•
11/10
MONSTER SALE. Now In progress at UNM Bookstore books, records, gifts, supplies!
11/10
USED STRAIGHTGRAIN BRIARS: better than
new I Finest hand-craftsmanship by Europe's best.
Ask about It nl Pipe & Tobacco Road, 107 Cornell
SE.
11/11
1?75 YAMAHA DT400!l Enduro motorcycle, Excellent condition, low mileage, $750,00. 298-0735.
11/10
MINOLTA 101 SRT, S8mm F 1.4 lens. Includes case,
filters, electronic nash & charger, $,' 50,00. Call
Mike, 27?.4045 days, or 1826 Mesa Vrsta NE after
S.
IIIlO
SELMER SIGNET OBOE- make offer. 881-1046.
11/10
ON CAMPUS RESERVED PARKING, paved lot.
$7,50 rcmHinder of semester. $20.00 spring
semester, Call Mike, 277-4045 days, or 1826. Mesa
Vista NEaftcr S.
11/10
GERRY YEAR ROUND II pack tent, SIOO.OO. 2980837.
11/10
1964 DODGE DART. SSOO.OO. 265-8203.
11/11
ONE PAIR trade-in Dose 501 speakers. $85,00/ca.
Hi·Fi House, 255·1694, 301 I Monte Vista NE.
I 1/11

STEREO KENWOOD -PIONEER- DUAL, one·
year-old. Cost $835.00 new. Offer over $450.00.
420 Espanola SE, Apt.A.
11/14
PANASONIC AM-FM STEREO receiver & 8-track
player, $150.00 or beSI offer, Call 266-0770, 5-11
p.m.
·
11/14
HARRIS TWEED sport coats; highest quality Wool,
from $50.00 plus. Silks, beads, leathers, imported
clothing. Freed Co., 415 Central Ave,, NW, Albuquerque, N.M.
11/21
EKTA·SOUND CAMERA & PROJECTOR. Never
used, $2SO.OO for both. Call265-4836.
ll/30
TICKETS to Elvis Presley's number one impression·
lsi "Elvis Wade" In concert Friday, December 2,
1977, 7:30 p.m.; Albuquerque Civic Auditorium.
Tickets available at all Tickelrnastcr outlets. I.IllS
EPIPHONE HOLLOW·BODY ELECTRIC
GUITAR.SIS0.00.255-0145.
11116
MARANTZ STEREO AMPLIFIER, 35 Walls per
channel. Pristine, $12~.00. 294-8841,6-9 p.m.
11116
liP 21 CALCULATOR. Never used; includes optional applications book. $75.00. Call after 6:00 or
weekends, 268-2339.
11/16
1976 YAMAHA DOHC-500, $1300.00.5000 mi. 897·
0350after3 p.m.
· ll/16
MERCEDES-BENZ - 1960, 220. Leaving town.
$300.00 firm. 277-2278.
IIIII

Reco"aed Message
Phone 296·8568

I rm. 105 ·

6.

EMPLOYMENT

Work in the P£lACE CORPS. Ortega 233. 277~907.
fs
WANTED PART TIME help as S~curity Guards.
1212
Hours nexible. Call S.I.A., 242·5261.
OVERSEAS JOBS- S\lmmer/year-round. Europe, S.
America, Austral!;~, Asia, etc, Ail fields, $500$1200 monthly. Expenses paid, sightseeing. l"ree irtformatlon- write International Job Center, Dept.
NB, Box 4490, Berkeley, CA 94704.
11/4
ADDRESSERS WANTED immediately) Work at
home - no experience necessary - excellent pay,
Write American Service, 8350 Park Lane, Suite
269, Dallas, TX75231.
11/16
CHELSEA STREET PUB BEATS the new minimum
wage, Kitchen help starting pay $2.65/hr. Waitcr8?
wailress openings available, super pay- super lips,
Appl:l in person, Coronado Cehter. P~rt or full
time, day or night sbi[ts.
IZ/1
TEMPORARY PART TIME employment: Stay-InSchool Program,. Kirtland AFB. Jobs Include:
engineering· aides, rnatll aides, physical science
aides, clerks & clerk-typists. Pay: $2,30/hr. $4,28/hr, Apply through Work-Study Office, Mesa
Vista Hall. Kirtland is an Equal Opportunity Em·
ployer.
12!2
NEEDED DAYTIME pa~kage store help; must be 21 .
or over. Apply4200 Central SE.
11/10
PART TIME HEL? .NEEDED. $400.00 monthly.
Ca!IBBI-4585, 1·3 p.m. only.
11/14
PART TIME WORK- can be arranged around your
schedule. Lunch hours required 11:30- 1:30. Apply
DcrWlenerschnitzel, 6901 Lomas NE,
11/14

7.

FREEl FREEl FREE! Outdoor portrait, 5x7 double·
weight. Absolutely no strings attached I UNM students, faculty, staff or Immediate family (I.D.
required). Su,,day, November 13, 10 a.m. to4 p.m.
Come to A·Photographer, 1717 Girard Blvd, NE,
just north orlnidan School Rd., opposite the Albuquerque Tennis Club. Dogs, cuts, pets welcome.
11/11
2 ADORABLE KI"M'ENS, Free to loving owner(s).
247-3493.
I 1/5
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? Rec{eation rooms.
Study lounges. ?ool, underground parking. Social
progrl "llS. 303 Ash NE, 243·288 J.
1119

9.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
IMPORTANT STAFF MEETING or UNM
Literary/Arts magazine, today, Nov. lith; Rm,
104, Marron Hall, R p.m.
11/10

calculators
WAS
Tl·59 , • , . • • • $300
Tl·58 ......... $125
Tl·57 ......... $80
PC-100A .•••• $200
MBA-FINANCE. $80
SR-51-11 ...., ••• $70
SR-40. .. .. . .. • $40
T'·1680 ........ $40
BA·BUSINESS . $40
TJ-5015 .. ; ..... $80
Tl-5040 .• , , •• $130
TI·SOSOM , ... ."$110
MODULE LIB. FOR
58 & 59

SALE
$224.95
$93.95
$59.99
$149.95
$59.99
$45.95
$23.95
$23.95
$27.95
$62.95 .
$94.95
$79.95

$29.95

H £WLETT

~PACKARD

WAS
HP-10,. ..... $175
HP·19C ..... $345
HP-21 ......... $80
HP-22 ....... $125
HP·25 •.•••. $125
HP·25C ..... $160
HP-27 ....... $115
HP·29C ..... $195
HP-55 ....... $395
- - - - HP-67 •..•••. $450
HP·91 .•••... $325
HP-92 ....... $625
HP·97 ....... $750

SALE
$153.95
$299.95
$69.95
$109.95
$109.95
$140.95
$153.95
$171.95
$129.95
$374.95
$279.95
$519.95
$624.95

1. Above price• Include AIC Adaptor-Charger and Carrying

5.

FORSALE

MAXELL UD C-90 cassctles. $3.00 each. Minimum
order six. Free local delivery same week. Fireny,
Dox7583, 87104. 256·1495.
12/2
20 USED PORTABLE TV's. $30.00 to $60.00. 441
Wyoming NE, 255·5987.
1/27
SINGeR FUTURA zigzag sewing machine. Top of
line, still guaranteed. Auto. bobbin winder, computerized buttohholcr, IOO's or fnncy stitches. Reg.
I
. 821 •4256.
11114

Cau
2. All above calcu/etora have full one-yeer lectory warranty
3. Encloae payment In lull with order, or remit $20 with order,
br.lance C.O.D.
4. Shipping Chargea: Add $3.00 lor calculator• and 4% of price
for recelvera.
5. FAST DELIVERY GUARANTEED only with M.O. or cerl/1/ed
checka. Personal-checks will delay_ the order until It clears
banks.

STEREO
RECEIVERS

®PIONEER
REG,
SX-1250 ....
SX·1050 .• ,
SX·950 .... .
SX-850 ... .
SX·75C ....•
SX·BSC ..•••.
SX-550 .•.•.
SX•45C ......

SALE

... S950 S6f7
750
503
... 650
436
550 • J81
425
302
325
231
275
196
225
169

Daily 11:00 A.M.-10: do p.m.
Business lunches 11:00-2:00

$1.99

THIS WEEK
Tues. thru Sat.

Last Mile Ramblers
Next week
Best in country
Swing&Rock

Happy Hour
5:00-8:00 Friday
Drinks 2 for 1

Daily
5:00-7:00 Mon.-Sat.
Drinks 2 for 1

MISCELLANEOUS

CALCULATORS & STEREOS
Texas Instruments

We serve the best in Mexican food

Kert Kelley

RIDES TO NYC weekly, $55.00. lTC, 255-6830.
11/11
RIDES TO L.A. & SAN FRANCISCO weekly.
$39.00.1TC, 255-6830.
IIIII
GOING I'I.ACF".S FOR THANKSGIVING OR
CHRISTMAS? Ad~ertlse your destination In the
LOBO's Truvels<elion. 277-5656
11/11

8.

4310 Central S.E.

TRAVEL

UNBELIEVABLE SAVINGS

HOUSING

SHALAKO INN has deluxe efficiencies from
$145.00, utilities paid. City bus service down'
Central available. Apartment inclu~es modern
kitchen. Lounge, restaurant & swimming pool on
premises. 12901 Central NE. 299-0434.
IZ/2
UTILITIES PAiD. Cozy I bedroom cottage, fenced,
blocks to U~M. $115.00 262·1751, Valley Rcnlals.
$30.00 fee.
•
11116
I"ENCED PRIVACY; carpeted 4 room horne, patin.
Now $120.00. 262·1751, Valley Renlals. $30.00 fee.
11/16
3 BLOCKS TO UNM: I bedroom, bills paid, $55.00,
262·1151, Vnlley Rentals. $30.00 ree.
11/16
WANTED: female interested in taking over lease ror
spring semester at the College Inn. Karen, 242•
8798.
IIIlO
SPACIOUS NEW EFFICIENCY: utilities paid,
$105;00. One mile from UNM. 243-0874 eves.
II/I 5

HAYA'r SHALOM

Terml! coeh In odvonce.

IV

z0

o1?rv _,.,n

JJ minimum.

5 or more consecutive dnya,

PHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED
ONLY WITH
CREDIT CARDS

814·237-5990

STEREO WAREHOUSE
110 NEW ALLEY, STATE COLLEGE, PA.

16801

I

.

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Horny skin
projection
5 Yearn
9 Out in front
14 State
15 Actor ---Novello
16 Well's
partner
17 Liquid
poured off
19 u.s.
president
20 Destroy
slowly
21 Head part
23 "----we
forget"
24 Can.-U.S.
Indian .
community:
2 words
27 Air. nation
29 Inebriates
3.1 N: Can.
island
35 Windy city
37 Vaudeville
routines
39 Remove pits
" 40 Takes part
in races
42 Slumber
44 ----fountain
45 British
composer
47 Jacob's
son's
namesa,kes
49 Point
50 Thrown
away.

52 RecondiUNITED Feature Syndicate
tioned
Wednesday's Puzzle Solved·
tires
54 State
56 Vituperates
59 Boxing
~~~~
match
62 Came upon ~~-=+-:+=
64 Roma
martini
Ingredient
65 Instrument
67 Brought
shame on
70Way
7·1 ----club
72 Japanese
monastery
73 Chirping
sound
7.4 Dash
75 Formerly:
beverage
48 Specific
Archaic
22 Filch
taste
25 Signs a con51 River barrier
DOWN
53 Judea's protract
1 Walks in
curator
26 Ability
surf
55 Non-com28 Hydrogen
2 Prevent
mittal state30 Range
3LPs
ment
animal
4 Dealer
57 Tinkers to
32 Kitchen
5111uminated
-----to
tool: 2
6Eggs
Chance
71mp6rtance
words
58 Anwar-----:
33 Asian naB Very large
Egypt.
Comb.
tion:
9 Sailor's
President
form
direction
59
Kind
34
In
order
10 Barn areas
60
Ship's
for35
Gang
11 Author---hull
.
ward
36
Haw.
dance
S. Gardner
61 Fever
38 Cut through
1 2 Historical
63 Do a farming
41 Makewet
periods
job
1 3 Netherlands 43 Coin of India
66 Tennis gear
city
46 Pensioned:
68 Water body
Abbr.
18 Hot wine
69 Mil. VIP

